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Our product range includes:

- ironmongery and tooling articles
- equipment and technical articles
- industrial and office furniture
- metal shelving for warehouses
- abrasive products
- glues and chemical products- glues and chemical products
- anti-fatigue mats
- accident-prevention material
- advanced measuring instruments
- shockproof barriers for productive areas

Sabafer Srl is a company with thirty years of 
experience in the market of techno - industrial 
supplies.

Based in Turin, just a few kilometers away from the 
major industrial and automotive plants in Northern 
Italy, we operate throughout the national and 
European territory.

ThanksThanks to the experience we acquired, we are able 
to guarantee our customers a selected product 
synonymous with high quality and safety; proposing 
ourselves on the market with a modern commercial 
structure, aimed primarily at medium and large 
companies or business groups.

WHO WE ARE
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Sabafer is a company specialized in the resale of 
high quality brands in the industrial, automotive and 
aeronautical sectors. We also operate in the food 
and logistics industries.

AfterAfter constant growth in the market and years of 
acquired experience, Sabafer also offers a 
brokerage and technical-commercial consultancy 
service for the brands represented.

ThanksThanks to a consolidated experience, the result of 
years of work carried out with passion and 
dedication, the company is the market leader in its 
sector.

We can boast a highly qualified staff, made up of a 
team of industry experts, constantly updated on 
innovation and on market news.

WeWe cover the whole of our country on a commercial 
level and with our vast assortment of stock we 
guarantee to satisfy any request in the shortest 
possible time.

For any information about our products and 
services, or to request a personalized quote, do not 
hesitate to contact us.

SERVICES
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2019 opens with a very important agreement 
between Sabafer Srl and ABC Tools Spa, European 
leader in the tooling market. This solid union is 
strategic for Sabafer Srl and ABC itself, as it allows us 
to expand our sales network and to propose 
ourselves as a leader in the distribution of high 
quality work tools.

ABCABC Tools and Sabafer share the same ethical 
principles and final objectives: we are people who 
work with constancy and great passion, 
determination, will and trust in themselves and in the 
Company.

ForFor us, being close to the customer does not only 
mean satisfying needs, reducing distances and 
times: in addition to technical preparation, 
availability and friendliness are also essential 
elements of the service. Our sales staff confirm this 
every day. This is why flexibility is a natural aspect of 
our character, it allows us to give quick and always 
personalized answers. It is our mission.personalized answers. It is our mission.
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A long experience and constant research and development studies have allowed us to conceive innovative and 
technologically advanced products. The pursuit of excellence and differentiation in every detail has contributed 
to the design of new fastening systems using a new generation of technopolymers. This new evolution makes it 
possible to tackle any safety issue.

SabaferSabafer designs and manufactures newly designed impact protection systems with the aim of preserving your 
facilities and protecting your staff. Our products are the ideal solution for securing all industrial areas, both internal 
and external, to prevent the transit of forklifts or heavy vehicles from putting operators, machinery, shelving or 
structural elements of the factories at risk. . Sabafer provides a complete and extremely accurate service: from 
design, to production, assembly, testing and after-sales assistance.
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Thanks to our experience and our technical 
know-how, we guarantee you complete solutions 
for the manual and automatic handling and storage 
of load units such as cartons / crates, pallets / metal 
cages, maximizing the use of space and 
guaranteeing efficiency at the same time. and high 
performance.

Is logistics a science or an art? Or both?Is logistics a science or an art? Or both?

What is certain is that today it presents itself with an 
unprecedented complexity, truly unthinkable until a 
few years ago.

ItIt is no longer just an activity of managing the flow of 
goods within the production departments of 
companies, but it has become a crucial aspect of 
corporate life because performance and 
competitiveness on the market are also measured 
from there.

TodayToday you say logistics and you necessarily think of a 
thousand new words that revolve around it: 
automation, integration, efficiency, flexibility, 
customization, cost optimization and much more.
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A wide range of products intended for professional customers who require total quality, versatility and a 
contemporary design.
An offer addressed to the most various production and research sectors: mechanical, electronic, railway, 
aerospace, car workshops, but also to professional schools, universities and laboratories.Moreover, thanks to an 
accurate design in the lines and colors, we introduce our products in the most contemporary and innovative 
furniture world.

Professional and architectural studios, lofts, computer garages are the main recipients of a new way of furnishing, Professional and architectural studios, lofts, computer garages are the main recipients of a new way of furnishing, 
which uses metal for a more technical and contemporary image.
The possibility of combining the wide range of laminated woods with metal enriches the offer and use of drawer 
cabinets also in the creation of sales counters for shops of various product types.
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Are you looking for easy-to-use measuring systems for your application?

TestoTesto offers customers ideal measuring instruments for everyday use in various applications for both industry and 
trade. At the forefront. Fast. Reliable. We are creating truly innovative measuring technology for our customers 
around the world. Testo offers you the ideal measuring instrument for any measurement or complete measuring 
systems.The new universal instrument for measuring environmental parameters testo 400 and its extensive range 
of precision probes have been developed with one goal in mind: make carrying out all measurements in the 
ventilation and air-conditioning systems sector as easy and quick as ever.

FromFrom today, with the Testo 400 you can carry out all those operations that were previously only possible with a 
software and a PC, directly on site and with a single measurement tool! The more complex the measurement, the 
more the measurement assistant integrated into the tool will help you in the configuration, execution and analysis 
of the results.



CUSTOMERS
We have always worked with large 
companies, which have entrusted us with the 
responsibility of assisting them in the supply of 
work equipment, which we repay promptly 
by carefully taking care of every order. 
Sabafer Srl is synonymous with speed and 
professionalism, we provide the customer with 
thethe experience of our team and the best 

brands on the market.



Via Regio Parco 91 - Settimo Torinese (TO) 10036 Italia
Tel. 011 800 45 70 - 011 800 97 06 - Fax 011 800 28 35
commerciale@sabafer.it  |  www.sabafer.it


